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What is C4?
C4 is a Project and Procurement Software built exclusively for brokers. Our real time 

pricing engine keeps you informed on market rates and our extensive carrier base 
gives you, insight on what lanes carriers are running in and out of your network.

Settings Menu
To adjust your profile settings, review your open tasks, update your DNU carrier list, 
upload your data, or access our Help Center, refer to the Settings menu.
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https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge


Bulk Tools and Data
Locate and upload all data templates and perform RFP functionality in this section. 
Click on each item to learn more!

Knowledge Base Articles:

Background Jobs

Upload Your Carriers

Upload Projects

Upload Pricing Data

Upload Excluded Carriers

Templates:

Project Upload Template

Upload Carriers Template

Historical Load Template

Bulk Excluded Carriers Template

Knowledge Base Articles:

RFP

Import Loads

Templates:

RFP Template

Import Active Loads Template
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https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/interpretting-rfp-results
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/how-do-i-use-the
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/how-do-i-use-the-project-upload-template-to-create-new-projects
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/i-need-help-uploading-my-historical-load-data
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/how-to-exclude-carriers
https://8340302.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8340302/C4%20Project%20Template.csv
https://8340302.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8340302/C4%20Carrier%20Template.csv
https://8340302.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8340302/C4%20Load%20History%20Template.csv
https://8340302.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8340302/C4%20DNU%20Carrier%20Template.csv
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/how-do-i-use-the-rfp-template-to-run-an-rfp-and-get-pricing-on-multiple-lanes-at-once
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/i-need-help-uploading-my-active-loads-to-utilize-the-booking-assistant-feature
https://8340302.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8340302/C4%20RFP%20Template.csv
https://8340302.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8340302/C4%20Active%20Loads%20Template.csv


Master Search
C4’s master search bar allows you to quickly find a carrier using their phone number, 
email address, business name, MC#, or DOT#

Helpful Tip:
Fraudulent activity is rampant in our industry, when a carrier calls in on a shipment, search their 
phone number or email address to see if they are associated with the MC#/DOT# they give you!

C4 Support
Need to reach out to our support team? Use the 
chat box in the app to ask questions about anything 
and everything. We are all former brokers so if you 
have a question on how to source different types of 
freight or how to perform a certain function in C4, 
we are here to help.

You can also reach support at 
support@cargochief.com
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Help Center
The Help Center is a great resource for guided training on all functionality in the 
platform. If you have a question, chances are someone else has had it too! Search 
keywords in the Help Center to find related articles and expand your understanding of 
certain features in the platform.

CENTER
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CLICK HERE to check out our Help Center

https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge


Capacity
Running a capacity search is the best way to get pricing and capacity matches on a lane.
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Why do carriers match on a lane?
We associate lanes to carriers multiple ways:

1. Our internal Carrier Recruiting Team updates carrier profiles by preferences 
captured from each carrier directly. They add key lanes, equipment types, and 
desired lanes they would like to run

2. Data collection from the FMSCA and MyCarrierPackets to monitor authority status, 
domicile location, driver, and truck count

3. As carriers are booked on loads, we collect the transaction information, and map the 
lane to the carrier profile

CENTER

Click on the carrier card to expand contact info
and reveal additional information about the carrier.

When the text is 
boldened, that 

means the carrier is 
in your network

This is the lane in the 
carrier’s profile that 

matches your 
capacity search

Breakdown of truck 
count pulled from 

FMSCA

Best Match Score is factored by how long 
a carrier has been active, how closely they 

match the lane searched, and the 
frequency than can run a lane

Select “Full Profile” 
to review any notes, 
lanes, and other key 
insights about each 
carrier in C4.
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Use filters to modify search results

Helpful Tips:

1. Decreasing/Increasing the 
deadhead mileage will 
expand and retract the 
number of carriers listed 
respectfully.

2. Citing a higher Minimum 
Truck Count will be helpful 
to find carriers with more 
assets and equipment 
available to you. This would 
be a good strategy for
sourcing loads with a drop 
trailer, expedited 
shipment, lanes with 
higher volumes, etc.

3. Carrier HQ: When this is set 
to "Headhaul", carriers 
domiciled at the origin 
location of your search will 
appear.

4. Carrier HQ: When this is set 
to "Backhaul", carriers 
domiciled at the 
destination location of your 
search will appear.

5. The Best Match Score
factors how long a carrier 
has had their authority, 
how closely the lane in 
their profile matches the 
lane searched, and how 
recent the carrier has been 
updated in the system.
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Pricing
How is our pricing factored?

We capture transaction data from multiple sources in real time. That transaction data is 
pushed through our pricing engine where we give you a real time rate - this is broker to 
carrier and adjusts with fuel as the national average changes.

CENTER

Along with our pricing you will notice some Recent Transaction data visible to you on 
most lanes - this is a way for you to peak into the market and see what other brokers 
are paying on similar lanes in the same market
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Feel free to let us know if we 
are Spot On or a little off here

CENTER



Notes and Tasks
A lot of C4 customers use the platform as a carrier rep CRM. Want to express to your 
team how a conversation went with a carrier? Want to keep tabs on when to follow up 
with a carrier about an upcoming shipment? These are scenarios where Notes and Tasks 
really come in handy.
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Notes and Tasks Continued



Projects
What is a project?

A tool to help source your problem lanes, high volume lanes, some upcoming business, 
dedicated freight, or simply an area for you to distinguish your go to carriers on a lane-
by-lane basis.

CENTER
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Begin by building a Project:

Required Fields: Origin, Destination, Trailer 
Type, Load Count, and Duration

All info added to a project is editable and 
strictly used for internal purposes.

Only the user who created a project can 
delete it.

Everyone who has access to your C4 
account will have access to any projects 
created.

The goal is to create a collaborative space 
to keep your team informed who your go
to carriers are on a certain lane.



Projects Continued
Once your project is built you can start sourcing through the recommended carrier list 
and procure carriers.

CENTER
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Helpful Tips:

1. Although it is not required, include the Total Weight and Commodity so when your 
carriers are notified about the load, they can see more load details.

2. If the shipper allows for multiple equipment types multi select them accordingly.

3. Due Date = Start Date. If the business is currently running, select a current date. If 
the business doesn't start for a while adjust the Due Date to when the business 
will begin.

4. Admins can assign users to projects to delegate sourcing.

5. Use the filters to narrow down search results.

6. Sourcing a drop trailer at the front end? Use the HQ filters to find carriers based 
out of pick-up location.

7. Sourcing a drop trailer at the back end? Use the reverse HQ filter to find carriers 
based out of the delivery location.

8. Sourcing for a large volume lane? Use the Min Truck Count filter to find higher 
asset-based carriers.

9. Don’t know where to start? Procure all carriers in your network who match on the 
lane and work backwards.

CLICK HERE For more info on projects

https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/projects


Procured Carriers
What is a procured carrier?

A procured carrier is someone you want to email any time you have the load coming 
up or distinguish on a lane by lane basis. They could be a dedicated carrier, they 
could be a carrier who expressed interest in the line of business but cannot commit 
to a certain rate or quantity, it could mean many things. "Procured" is truly a 
subjective term. Overall, the goal is to stage capacity on your project lane.

CENTER
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CLICK HERE 
For more info on procuring carriers

Hit "Check Capacity" to email 
your procured carriers about 
your load

https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/how-can-i-add-a-carrier-to-a-project


More Project Functionality

CLICK HERE to see how the Export Feature helps you source at a 
higher scale to carriers in and out of your network

CLICK HERE to see how you can customize your Check Capacity email 
template
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https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/export-recommended-carriers-via-projects
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/email-customization


Booking Assistant and RFP Tool
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Send load offers to carriers in your network in the C4 app using the Get 
Options button by adding Booking Assistant to your subscription

CLICK HERE to learn more about Booking Assistant Addon

Quote multiple lanes at once using C4 RFP Tool

CLICK HERE to learn more about the RFP tool

https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/use-the-booking-assistant-to-pre-book-more-freight
https://support.cargochief.com/knowledge/how-do-i-use-the-rfp-template-to-run-an-rfp-and-get-pricing-on-multiple-lanes-at-once

